
 
 

From my Heart: 
Daring to learn with young adolescents 
 
judy horowitz 
 
“The most extraordinary thing about a really good teacher is that he or she 
transcends accepted educational methods.” Margaret Mead 

 
As I reflect on what distinguishes me as a teacher, I begin my journey of thought  
on a warm spring day in kindergarten, when I first decided to become a teacher. I 
have always been happy in the company of those involved with the process of 
wonder, hope, inquiry, and belief in the possibility for change, healing, and 
discovery.  

 
“All students can learn and succeed, but not all on the same day and not all in 
the same way.” William G. Spady 

 

I have been a devoted teacher of Spanish since September 1970. During my 
entire first decade of teaching, I taught French, as well. My first classroom was a 
beige cement room in an imposing five story red brick junior high school on 48th 
Street in Sunnyside, Queens. There were bars on all of the windows, the doors 
and surrounding cyclone fence were locked during school hours and again at 
5PM, and students had to scramble to class if they wanted a seat, for class 
registers were approximately 40 students, and there was seating for 30. Desks 
were bolted to the floor, and coats were hung in wood wardrobe closets without 
locks. Most students opted to wear their jackets all day. Students, I recall, were 
rarely absent. Most apartments in our neighborhood lacked heat, a hot lunch, 
and a working phone and television. During the first seven years that I taught in 
Woodside Junior High School, I lived several blocks from school. I spent my first 
decade learning about how, what, and why kids learn. Most important, it was 
there, I began to learn whom students decide to learn from. 
 
“If students use the tools they have, they have enough to learn successfully; if 
students fret over what they “lack” or what their classmates’ perceived 
advantages are, they never have enough to learn successfully.  Judy Horowitz 

 

A teacher of influence encourages her students to maximize their best learning 
tools and strategies to master learning. A teacher of influence offers and 
presents a wide variety of activities, strategies, realia, and honors the value of all 
senses in the learning process: visual and auditory, tactile, kinesthetic, and even 
smell and taste…in order to link learning to the learner. 
 



“One looks back with appreciation to the brilliant teachers, but with gratitude to 
those who touched our human feelings. The curriculum is so much necessary 
raw material, but the warmth is the vital element for the growing plant and for the 
soul of the child.” Carl Jung 
 
The term, “disaffected” was not an issue when I lived three blocks from school. 
Students and teachers wore our passion, our pain, our fear, and our frustration 
on our faces, and our teaching had to be relevant to the immediacy and urgency 
of our students’ lives. We had no computers in our homes or teachers’ rooms, no 
television in our classrooms, students often arrived hungry, without pencils and 
notebooks, and textbooks were scarce and often damaged. Vandalism and theft 
was an ongoing fact of school life, and often the talk of the day was the upcoming 
fight scheduled after school. Formal sports events, teams, and clubs were 
nonexistent, our Board of Education was in some other borough, and as an 
outgrowth of the situation, my major contact with parents involved frequent home 
visits. I often met with family members at their place of employment, for many 
returned home after my bedtime. Yet, it was there, more than three decades ago, 
that I began to learn that kids are kids…and they are willing to learn from 
someone willing to learn along with them.  
 
“Although there is much media attention towards the use of metal detectors and 
police presence in schools as an antidote to escalating unrest and violence, I 
maintain that the only weapon that needs to be “detected” and “monitored” has 
been the “mouth”. Judy Horowitz 

 
I passionately believe that students and teachers alike can learn to acknowledge 
their feelings, express them openly and honestly, and still manage not to damage 
the personal and professional dignity, belief system, and potential for positive 
growth, development, and productivity of staff and students they come in contact 
with daily. 
 
“A teacher of influence is willing and able to meet the student where he is today 
and lead and follow him as they both grow towards their mutual and personal 
learning destinies.” Judy Horowitz 

 

If students are to seriously learn Spanish, they must not only begin with interest 
and curiosity; they must somehow maintain their interest, and must stay 
interested and curious enough to continue exploring, questioning, and using the 
language after the “paper and pencil test” is over. They must want to speak, 
read, and hear and write Spanish during winter and summer recess, they must 
want to bother using the dictionary to understand vocabulary in context and 
appreciate the seemingly arbitrary and capricious rules of grammar usage.  They 
must learn to care enough to make the persistent effort to pursue correct 
pronunciation, to increase their vocabulary even when there is no immediate test 
on the horizon or even if the homework might not be collected the following day.  
They must want to recognize historical and interdisciplinary connections with 
their learning of Spanish, acknowledge interrelationships between Spanish 



speaking peoples’ challenges, experiences, dreams and their own, they must 
learn to appreciate Spanish grammar, literature, and spelling as it differs from 
their own.  And students of Spanish with teachers of distinction learn to care 
about cultural diversity and the rights of all peoples in Spanish speaking lands, 
including indigenous peoples living and working there long before los 
exploradores arrived with horses, cows, a different language and a spirit of 
conquest and control.  
 
As soon as a teacher tells students “You need to…”, students who “need to….” 
most, often shut down. When a teacher tells students “I need you to…” he/she 
lets students know that the teacher is invested, somehow, in the classroom 
dynamic; when a teacher combines telling students “I need you to…with “I want 
you to… the teacher communicates purpose, plan, and process. When the 
teacher then models for students what is expected with high congruency, he/she 
might transmit the curriculum better to students and lead them towards their best 
learning. Judy Horowitz 

 
Students who see a teacher simultaneously and reasonably consistently 
modeling and following the rules, procedures and practices of the classroom, 
joining in the classroom activities, projects, and “risk taking” aspects of making 
mistakes and joy of mastery, they are more likely to join. 
 
“Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire.” William Butler Yeats 

 
Somehow, it is the teacher of distinction who manages to arouse the interest and 
wonder…and nurture the sustained habits of inquiry and study to keep the 
learning alive and growing past the college requirement of two semesters…or 
even just that long. . And, if we are successful as teachers, the seeds of 
students’ understanding, acceptance, and appreciation of themselves and one 
another will bloom for a lifetime. 
 
“The greater the congruency between a teacher’s professional belief system and 
his/her professional behavior, the greater the likelihood that students will want to 
follow the model (learning leader). Judy Horowitz 

 
A credible and trustworthy teacher is one who follows her own classroom model 
of learning, not only in the classroom, but in every sector of her daily life. The 
more connected and consistent the passions, exercise, healing, play, preparation 
and celebration of a teacher are to one’s work, the more seamless and natural 
the process of teaching is.  
 
“One doesn’t discover new lands without consenting to lose sight of the shore for 
a very long time.” Andre Gide 

 

A teacher of distinction is a catalyst for change. A teacher of influence can dare 
to heuristically guide students towards new horizons of thought and behavior, but 
she can only lure her students towards achieving positive, sustained growth if 



she models this behavior in her own professional and personal life. The process 
of deepest learning, of change, involves courage, resourcefulness, and untiring 
effort in the face of unpredictable results and consequences. Students are more 
likely to perpetuate familiar patterns of classroom performance when their 
teachers do the same. Students are less likely to grow as learners if their 
teachers are complacent and self satisfied. On one wall of the student cafeteria 
of Hunter College in NYC where I first learned to enjoy coffee on a daily basis, I 
read, over and over, a quote, “The mediocre teacher tells. The good teacher 
explains. The superior teacher demonstrates. The great teacher inspires”. 
 
“Some people will never learn anything…because they understand everything 
too soon.” Alexander Pope 

 
In order for a student to be accessible, receptive, and willing to risk letting go of 
predictable, guarded, “comfortable” patterns of learning and behavior, a teacher 
must not only demand this of students; she must demand this of herself. A 
teacher of distinction knows that weakness is not synonymous with vulnerability. 
A good teacher knows that thinking takes time. A good teacher knows that 
change takes trust. An aware teacher knows that students will learn to be active 
and proactive members of the classroom learning team and vital contributors to 
the process if they believe they are needed to fill that role…daily. Students will be 
more likely to reinforce the learning style, patterns, and performance level of 
yesterday if we are doing the same today. 
 
“Education is what survives when what has been learned has been forgotten. 
B.F.Skinner 
 

My first “Ed. Psych.” Teacher, Judy Garritzon, was a first year instructor at 
Hunter College. I guess she was about three years older than I was at the time. It 
was she that impressed upon us that by the time most junior high school 
students are middle aged, they will remember five salient things about junior high 
school. They include: a favorite teacher, an awful teacher, some extra curricular 
experience, (the concerts, the soft ball games, lunchtime), the “crush”, and the 
bully. She added that one’s friendships (or lack of them) are connected to the 
last. I was shocked! She made no mention of the “Subjunctive Worksheet that 
was gone over on Oct. 17”, the chapter test on Feb. 6, or the ”memorized” list of 
“ski” vocabulary that was taught in chapter 11 during a sweltering week at the 
end of May. Teachers of influence will be ever mindful of students’ learning the 
information of the curriculum, learning how to retain major concepts of the 
curriculum, and learning how to retrieve the information that is forgotten. 
Teachers who “connect” with students’ learning and help students to connect 
with their own learning are those who are ever mindful of connecting curriculum 
to contextually relevant issues that are occurring in the media, outside our 
windows, throughout history, and in our hearts and minds. 
 
“Our history need not become our prologue.” Madeline Hunter 

 



A student enters junior high school with the youthful spirit of exploration and 
autonomy coupled with a desperate yearning to belong. He or she also enters 
junior high school with a self concept (imprint) as a learner that has been forming 
since kindergarten days. It is at this moment, that we teachers can lead him or 
her to grow as a learner and even grow into a different kind of learner. The way 
he or she learned and the academic and social success or lack of success 
experienced as an elementary school pupil need not be a predictor of future 
success or failure as a learner. The “introject” can be transformed!  

 

 
“If Vache “Valor” Yenoukian can spell ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER correctly, 
he can be induced to spell words like “clase”, “computadora”, and “foto”, too. 
                      Judy Horowitz  

            
“MOtivated” students begin with “Me” and are more likely to stay the course with 
me, their teacher, if I stay the course with Other strategies, styles, and tools 
available to me. 
 
“If students don’t learn the way you teach, then teach them the way they learn. 
That’s the essence of learning style.” Harry K. Wong 

 
In a time when students of a vast variety of learning styles, readiness, previously 
learned habits of study, family and personal issues, and social expectations join 
to learn Spanish, the teacher of distinction understands and never ceases to 
accept and honor the diverse backgrounds, intelligences and types of learners 
within one classroom, including the artist and the musician, the planner and the 
impulsive, the kinesthetic, the cerebral, the one who mimics and the analytical, 
the dreamer and the doer, the “whatever” and the “whatever it takes”, the talker 
and the listener, the one who emotes and the one who goes through the motions, 
the resourceful and the passive, the feisty and the fearful, the technological and 
the logical, the reflective and the affective…as well as the combination of all of 
these. All have a place in the classroom of today, if the rules for student success 
are not written in stone, if the teacher “dares” to “drive” the textbook rather than 
be “driven” by it, and the expectations and behavior of teachers incorporate this 
idea. Differentiated instruction is a natural outgrowth of different learners. 
 
“The nurturing of student hope must be at the core for teaching to be truly 
effective.” Dr. Allen Mendler 

 

A teacher of distinction knows that deep growth is unpredictable, often 
uncomfortable, and includes openly shared dialogue and disagreement within the 
learning environment. It includes criticism without ridicule, critical thinking without 
constraint, compassion without pity, and feedback, not failure. There is a fine line 
between a classroom that is a comfortable place to learn and one which 
encourages complacency. Competition and rivalry must, above all, challenge the 
teacher and the learner to compete with one’s best learning self. Rules for 
behavior and learning must be a living, growing guideline, adjusted and adhered 



to both by teacher and students. Both teacher and students must abide by the 
rules that encourage polite, cooperative, trusting, accepting, forgiving 
collaboration between students, and between the teacher and the students. 
Assessment, whether it is an exam grade, a project rubric, or a report card grade, 
must serve a dual function: it should offer to the learner and the teacher specific 
and clear feedback and judgment of success up to this point; it also must pave 
the path for future potential improvement and mastery;  
 
 
 
“This thing we call “ failure” is not the falling down but the staying down. 

 Mary Pickford 
 

A teacher of commitment and confidence knows that temporary derailments or 
detours in the learning process or sporadic dips in student motivation or teacher 
effectiveness must not be alarming or judged as a final assessment of student 
success; As Gloria Estefan stresses, “One can turn the beat around.”  
 
 “Students must be equal partners in their learning.” Dr. John Barell 

 

Ownership of and collaboration during the process of learning is a must for 
student involvement. Linkin’ the daily curriculum to the thinkin’ of the learner is a 
need for teachers to consider…every day.  
 
“Yo no soy marinero; soy capitán”. Richie Valens (La Bamba) 

 

Each and every student must be clutching and steering an “imaginary” (a 
visionary) helm of his/her ship as we trudge, tumble, stumble, meander and 
gallop independently and together towards “horizontes nuevos” of curriculum 
competence (mastery), and resulting confidence. 
 

“What we want is to see the child in pursuit of knowledge, and not knowledge in 
pursuit of the child. George Bernard Shaw 

 

Teachers must not be afraid of authentic dialog with parents and other family 
members of influence. Teachers of distinction are not afraid of the criticism or 
input of parents. Teachers of significant influence are not ruffled by detours and 
“Mexican standoffs” during the process of moving students, parents, and 
themselves in the direction of the fulfilling the highest potential of students and 
teachers, alike. After all, it is the “job” of parents to “defend” and “protect” their 
child and themselves. It is up to us to collaborate with and learn from parents. On 
my least guarded days, I believe that most criticism is an attempt to improve 
something. We must always remember that when two elephants fight in some 
jungle, it is the grass around them that suffers. (African proverb) Parents and 
teachers must remain collaborative partners in students’ learning. 
 



“Effective classrooms begin with encouraging obedience and work towards 
instilling responsibility. The teacher with true power knows that some of the 
power must be given away. The truest power is influence. ” Dr. Allen Mendler 

 

Discipline, or classroom management, is not something that interferes with 
teaching…it is an integral part of classroom teaching and learning. Ironically, I 
have grown to believe that by accepting students as they are, in fact, enables 
them to risk change; as a teacher continues to reject them, they stay firm in their 
stance. I have also tested and proven to myself that teaching children how to be 
responsible, respectful and respectable students means tailoring the 
consequences to the child. Being fair means giving a student what he/she needs, 
not treating everyone exactly the same. I have learned that predictable 
consequences and repetitive punishments are useless and do not lead to 
sustained change in thought, feeling or behavior. Short-term obedience and 
compliance as a result of leverage are not enough; students must learn to 
manage their own impulses and alter their patterns of behavior in the event of our 
absence or inattentiveness. Classroom rules and procedures must make sense 
to students now…and to the teacher. They must be consistently adhered to by 
both  teacher and students. If they no longer serve, they are to be let go of. They 
must exist for the better of us all…and be seen to do that. If not, commitment to 
appropriate behavior will be missing, and there will be ongoing rebellion, malaise, 
lack of cooperation and acting out. There will be resentment, which will show 
itself in vandalism, disruption and theft. Specifically, students must believe that 
gum and CD players have no place in our learning room. Otherwise, why bother 
to comply? Students seem to respond better when there is a high degree of 
congruency between the real and ideal teaching selves. The higher the degree of 
congruence, there seems to be a more authentic and natural learning mood in 
the classroom. I have also learned that the teacher of distinction treats a student 
with respect even when he/she is telling us “where to go and how quickly to get 
there”…Students who attack need to be treated with dignity even when we are in 
the moment of lack of our own dignity. I have learned when I am most tempted to 
“attack back”, it is in the best interest of the students and the teacher to “back 
off”. I have also learned that “restitution” is a much better consequence of “bad” 
behavior than punishment by revenge or self righteousness. 
 
“Kids don’t care how much you know until they know how much you care.”  
Ms. Patricia Eckel 

 
A classroom climate without care is as damaging to the learning process as one 
without consistency. Students don’t want to hear you say you care—they must 
see for themselves and from their perspective that we do…all day long…not just 
during Spanish class…during lunchtime, in the moments before school, when 
their social life is unraveling, when they’ve forgotten their lunch money or their 
homework, when they’ve stained their jacket or their “best” friend has dirtied their 
reputation. They need for us to care about their after school activities, so they 
can care about our in class activities. It is important that we care if they’ve lost 
their pencil and if their pet is lost…then, they can care about Spanish…if only 



because we have cared about them. I’ll never forget a fire drill that we had one 
very chilly, rainy fall day when I was teaching in the Edgewater/Leonia NJ middle 
school. How I wanted to grab my coat and umbrella! I chose not to, for the 
students didn’t have theirs either. As we waited in the school yard for the fire drill 
to be over, I looked around at all of the teachers standing under umbrellas and 
the students’ dripping heads. I was glad that I had left my garments in the 
classroom. When we returned to our classroom, B9, I recall how my students and 
I laughed about how wet and messy we were as we all dried ourselves off with 
paper towels. We recently had a fire drill on an uncharacteristically frigid day right 
here in our Westwood, NJ school. The fire alarm went off several minutes into my 
professional period (8). As my habit during fire drills, I chose not to “grab” my 
coat. I accompanied some stragglers and hall lingerers outside, who had not 
made it to their classes on time. As we hovered and shivered together in the 
parking lot, a couple of them commented that some teachers were wearing their 
coats. One asked me why I wasn’t wearing mine. I answered simply, “You’re 
not.” I run into one of the students from time to time in the hall. We laugh about 
that time when we were freeeeeeeeeeeezing together outside. 
 
“Children have more need of models than of critics.” Joseph Joubert 

“Recovery….rather than reproach” Judy Horowitz 
 

Students defend themselves against critics. This translates itself into their 
perpetuating the very behavior the critics (teachers) wish to see them stop. They 
may not be doing this deliberately, defiantly, or even, consciously. They may be 
protecting the only sense of self they know to exist. They may not feel safe to 
explore another way.  
 

“Children have never been very good at listening to their elders, but they have 
never failed to imitate them. James Baldwin 

 

I remember attending a conference about student compliance in NYC during my 
first year as a NYC Spanish teacher, and at noon we all broke for lunch. I went to 
lunch with a dignified Chinese woman whom I had sat next to all morning. We 
were about to cross Lexington Avenue, and there was a lull in the relentless sea 
of taxis, trucks and busses that barrel down the avenue all day long. The light 
was still red, but I told the teacher to hurry and cross with me because there was 
no traffic. She refused…I tried to rush her…she resisted…and I asked her, “What 
are you waiting for? There are no cars!” The woman looked at me and replied, 
“We can’t cross the street until the light turns green; there may be a child looking 
out of a window nearby.” The incident remains with me…since 1970. 
 

“The most influential leaders begin as the most intelligent followers.” Judy Horowitz 

 

Teachers of distinction sense the pulse and the passion of the students of the 
learning community where they are employed NOW. Where they taught before 
matters, for they have learned from the experience. However, in order to teach 
effectively here and now, teachers must learn the subtle and unique needs, 



strengths, and limitations of the current school setting and follow their students 
towards their best learning. As all students learn as well as they can, they will 
feel empowered to hopefully lead their peers towards their most intelligent, 
courageous, and compassionate learning. 
 

 
 
“To greet each moment, ready, is to gallop, unafraid. 
To smile on every second, willing, is to shine like no star above has ever done. 

Judy Horowitz 

             
Punctuality is a major factor in student success. Arriving late, even one or two 
moments late, is a complex issue that must be extinguished in order that 
students feel their most vital presence and role in the learning environment. 
Changing the pattern of tardiness is a process that includes the entire family, and 
promises to alter the sense of self entitlement of the learner. 
 
“Formal education assumes as its major task the process of passing on the 
accumulated knowledge of the past, usually at the expense of the present and 
the future. It often is a ‘feeding in’ rather than a ‘leading out’.” Leo Buscaglia 

 
Dr. Buscaglia, in his book, Love, What Life is All About, notes that a student finds 
many of his teachers lifeless individuals devoid of enthusiasm, hope or joy. Most 
teachers are often too busy managing to be creating. They are so often worried 
about squelching the “sour notes” of misbehavior, they are unable to orchestrate 
“la musica del corazon”. We may be so preoccupied with covering the curriculum, 
we  may find ourselves missing the frequent opportunity to uncover and explore 
an aspect of it that might relate to lives at a given moment that can so easily be 
overlooked or neglected. Teachers often mask anxiety regarding discipline and 
classroom management with binding their classroom creativity, playfulness, and 
spontaneity, which are the very stuff children learn from. Teachers of distinction 
know that a “quiet” classroom is not necessarily one where thinking is happening, 
and “noise” can be an indication of a lively, passionate, purposeful part of the 
process of learning.  Whereas we educators do have increased responsibility to 
our students, ever growing accountability in transmitting the curriculum and 
achieving core content standards, growing interaction and communication with 
concerned families via email and other avenues of communication, and ever 
growing technological learning to master, we must not lose sight of the learner, 
the child, the hope for tomorrow, that sits in our classroom day after day, 
including today. “No Child Left Behind” is not about just our being highly qualified 
to teach curriculum; it includes transmitting it to learners as it relates to them and 
their needs as learners and individuals. 
 
“Appearances may be deceiving.” Aesop 

 



Such marvelous potential and opportunity rests in the dynamic duo: youth and 
years. Teachers do not stop playing, laughing, and loving their work and their 
students because they grow old. They grow old because they stop playing, 
laughing, and loving their work and their students. It is important in every age and 
stage of a teacher’s life that we take emotional and physical care of ourselves. A 
reasonably healthy and balanced lifestyle of rest, diet, recreation and exercise 
will prepare us to “lead” and “follow” those who are younger and seemingly more 
energetic than we. If we allow ourselves to become thoroughly depleted, it will 
show…and we look old. 
 
“Education is not preparation for life; it is life.” John Dewey 

 

As our country struggles with global security, as we arm ourselves against terror, 
as we all grapple with a world shrinking with an ever expanding world of 
technology, as we are faced with students who are perhaps more “techno savvy” 
than some of us are yet still need to spell well, as students (and families) juggle 
the demands of an ever evolving family dynamic, complex work schedules, 
extracurricular activities, more and more malls, products, choices, weapons, 
distractions, concerns, worries and pressures than we teachers might have faced 
as young adolescent learners, we, the educators, must recognize, honor, and 
develop an ever growing personal and professional awareness of many 
intelligences and learning styles, we must acknowledge and work with an ever 
increasing involvement of family and parents in the learning potential and 
process of their children. There is no time to bemoan other times, when students’ 
learning styles and needs and our planning, teaching, and assessment tools 
seemed more clear and specific and less complex. We can no longer afford to be 
“done” learning to be teachers; we are obligated to continue to learn, adapt and 
improvise “on the job”…of education, or we are, in fact, done. Balance between 
instilling a firm foundation of skills and encouraging flexibility is key, more than 
ever;  
 
“Always bear in mind that your own resolution to succeed is more important than 
any one thing.” Abraham Lincoln 

 
As I reflect on those students I’ve known, family members, and even myself, 
those of us who have reached and sustained personal, educational, and 
professional goals (however small or specific), their exists a common 
denominator that is more important than outside support, the technological help 
available, “state of the art” supplies, chalkboards and whiteboards, smart boards 
and bulletin boards, and high IQ. It seems to be one’s own spirit of tenacity, 
willingness, consistency, an attitude of self-forgiveness, and humility. 
 
“It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent, but 
the most responsive to change.” Charles Darwin 

 

Junior high school is not the academic climate for teachers to be rigid, inflexible, 
mechanical, self-righteous, brusque, vane, or narcissistic. Our students are living 



in a period of intense physical transformation, changing social allegiances, 
families in flux, and technological advances. We must be willing to be part of the 
changes students are adapting to, or we will not be credible or effective in the 
classroom. Dinosaurs looked imposing, but they are extinct. Students must see 
us “running” with them, even if we are running “behind” them; it is we, the 
teachers of distinction, who know that the only “fast” that has ever mattered, is 
“steadfast”. 
 
“One size doesn’t fit all…”“We don’t merely have students in our classes…we are 
teaching puppies, microscopes, clipboards and beach balls!!!! Pat McGowan 

 

As often as possible, as we lead our students towards mastery of acquisition of 
curriculum concepts and application of them, we should plan our teaching around 
the four “types” of learners sitting in our classrooms; our learning must target 
THEM, and other real people, objects, and recent photos, not only the “sketches” 
and “flat photographs” on page “whatever” in some textbook written in Idaho. 
 
 “For learning to happen, the curriculum must be reality based, relevant and 
current, and connected to the devoloping lives of the learners…Judy Horowitz 

 
Learning is NOT a “virtual” reality experience; it is NOT an armchair sports event; 
it is NOT a warm and fuzzy moment by an artificial fireplace….true learning is 
intense, often violent, emotional, alive, and urgent. It is hard work. If what the 
teacher is teaching doesn’t matter now to a junior high school student, it doesn’t 
matter. If it doesn’t matter today, it doesn’t matter that it may matter in 25 
years…or next week or in April at TERRA NOVA time. And if it doesn’t matter, 
learning is not happening. Period. Learning most often happens unexpectedly 
and in unexpected “classrooms” at odd learning “moments”. I call them 
“momentous moments of mastery”…. If the teacher and the curriculum are not 
intertwining with the cognitive, the compassionate, and the kinesthetic soul…if 
they are not interwoven and interconnected with the fabric of the emotional and 
psychosocial lives of students immediately…students are NOT learning. This 
shows itself in lack of recall, lack of application, listlessness and disorder. 
 
You cannot help men permanently by doing for them what they could and should 
do for themselves. --Abraham Lincoln 

 

As our school moves in the direction of aiming towards unprecedented 
excellence in education, instructors of distinction plan lessons and activities, 
assessments and projects that encourage all students to summon the 
“intelligence” that is unique to each learner in every class. Congruent with the 
goal of instilling independence and resourcefulness, thoughtfulness and 
flexibility, and skills of reflection and focus, teachers of distinction know that 
specific, deliberate, and consistent efforts must be made to uncover student 
strengths, skills, and interests as they relate to learning subject matter 
curriculum.  Block scheduling is tailor made for these skills, in that it offers time 
for such behaviors. 



 

 
In the most ideal learning environment, students’ learning of Spanish is 
connected to and interwoven with their learning of other information and skills 
that matter to teachers and students. It should also relate to other disciplines, 
such as math, science, and art and music. English literature authors and 
characters, heroes and villains of history, holidays and current events,  
performers of music and athletes of sports other than soccer…can and should be 
related to the learning of Spanish….Judy Horowitz 

 
 
“The doer alone, learneth.”—Goethe 

 

Any time a teacher “speeds up the process” by doing the work, the student is not 
learning. Any time the teacher is driven by “efficiency”, proficiency of students is 
reduced. In order for teachers to work towards their own obsolescence, they 
must be deliberately working towards independence in their adolescents.   
 
“Te amo porque me haces crecer.”  Noelia (Mexican songwriter and singer) 

 
 

Efficiency is highly overvalued as a quality to be admired. It robs one of the 

personal journey of discovery, the unique perspective, individual investment, and 
untold history each brings to the journey of learning. Learning is about a vision, 
much revision, and one’s daring to do both over time. This takes time—time to 
silence the chatter that interfered with one’s authentic learning the first time, 
silence and space to unlearn what matters not at this time, and the willingness to 
chose a partner who will celebrate the learner’s milestones as he dares to 
discover and demystify mastery through time.  
Real learning…takes time, trust, and a teacher who knows this. ljg 

 
“After it is said and done, it will matter less  
what was said or how it was said;  
what will matter will be how one has interpreted  
what was heard.”  ljg 

 
“To dream while asleep gives our power to the dark; to dream fully awake… 
that, is to fully live in the light of day.” 
      Señora 
 

“Decide all things with kindness.” –Dr. Vaccarella’s mom 

 
 

As public school teaching becomes an increasingly distant shore I’ve dared to 

leave, As B9 School develops, I do believe more than ever that we love and 

remember those teachers who help us to narrow the gap and shrink the 



disconnect between the fantasy we dream for ourselves and the dream we live, 
with hope and purpose, despite odds…all this, while teaching us to keep in tact, 
our dignity, sense of humor and self respect. 
 
Dedicated to all teachers:  
 
When I’m notnotnotnot grading homework, sharpening pencils, searching for my last dry erase 
marker, revising unit plans, preparing activities, correcting tests, meeting with students 
and their parents, looking for that particular visual or realia, placating some supervisor, 
explaining myself to some administrator, disciplining some student, hanging up a 
bulletin “wall” display, freshening up our classroom, scraping a piece of gum from under 
a chair, grabbing a cup of tea, urinating practically standing up because there is a line 
of other teachers waiting to use the bathroom, (and there are students waiting for us), 
duplicating materials, planning a field trip, reading my emails, answering my emails, 
phoning parents, receiving phone calls from parents, attending a workshop or a staff 
meeting, learning to more efficiently use technology in order that our “special needs” 
students reach their optimum learning  ,….or maybe during all of those times, I 
reflect on the teacher in my past… 

who didn’t wait with me and my twin brother in first grade when my mom 

arrived to pick us up a little bit late 

who didn’t notice that the sixth grade schoolyard bully had left me stranded 

in the air on the see-saw and my classmates were too fearful to help me 

 who humiliated me before my peers in seventh grade because I couldn’t find 

Calcutta on the map 

 who didn’t notice that I wasn’t learning to read and write as well as I 

could 

who cared and dared to teach me to read and write as well as I could, and 

the one who taught me to swim and jump rope and ride a bicycle and drive a 

stick shift car and the one who taught me to turn on a computer and the one 

who taught me that my not taking a risk to demand, forgive, let go, and 

learn will ultimately rob my students of the same right and privilege, and 

the one who taught me that a learner can always change his heart and mind, 

and the one who taught me that there must be another way….and the one who 

taught me that we always have a choice between standing near a garden or a 

garbage pail…and finally, the one who taught me to love Spanish…..and want 

to teach others to feel the same way. 

 
“No hay camino; se hace el camino al andar.” Sung by José Luis Perales 

 
 “We only learn from those we love.” Goethe 

 
“When given the choice, I hope you dance. Lee Ann Womack 

 
“Be kind to the young; their song has not yet been sung.” anonymous 
              

 
What often characterizes the teacher of hope, tenacity and distinction is a sense 
of humor, even in the face of budget deficits, possible “reduction in force”, 
misplaced keys, Monday morning, resistant students, a full bladder, an empty 



water bottle, laryngitis, some high school kid taking our parking spot, some 
seventh grader coughing on my lunch, and my awesome lesson plan being 
greeted with a yawn and a sigh, or worse, an audible yawn and an audible sigh.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From my Heart: 
Daring to learn with young adolescents 
 

 
 
 

judy horowitz 

 
 
 


